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Fund Size
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Manager

Max. Initial Charge

The objective of the Fund is to achieve long-term capital growth by investing in a diversified portfolio with a bias towards global equities 

through direct investment and/or other collective investment schemes that the Fund may invest in.

Risk Disclosure

31 Aug 2021

Fund Objective and Strategy

HSBC Managed Growth Fund

Share Class Details

Dealing Frequency

Min. Initial Investment

Past performance is not an indicator of future returns. The figures are calculated in 

the share class base currency, NAV to NAV basis with dividend reinvested, net of 

fees. If investment performance is not denominated in HKD or USD, HKD or USD 

based investors are exposed to exchange rate fluctuations.

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, data as at 31 August 2021

HKD 1,523,569,674

• The Fund invests mainly in global equities and bonds, with a bias towards equities. The Fund may get the exposure through direct 

investments and/or collective investment schemes.

• Debt instruments with loss-absorption features are subject to additional risks and volatility.

• The Fund needs to bear the underlying funds’ fees and expenses on top of the Fund’s own fees and expenses.

• Because the Fund’s base currency, investments and classes may be denominated in different currencies, investors may be affected 

adversely by exchange controls and exchange rate fluctuations.

• The Fund may invest in financial derivative instruments for investment purpose which may lead to higher volatility to its net asset value.

• The Fund’s investments may involve substantial credit, currency, volatility, liquidity, interest rate, tax and political risks. Investors may suffer 

substantial loss of their investments in the Fund.

• Unit trusts are NOT equivalent to time deposits. Investors should not invest in the Fund solely based on the information provided in this 

document and should read the offering document of the Fund for details. 

Calendar Year 

Performance (%)⁴
2016

P 28.52 -11.65 17.46 11.40

2017 2018 2019 2020

UCITS V Compliant

Distribution Type

1
Result is cumulative when calculation period is over one year.

2
Volatility since inception, a measure of how much a fund's price goes up or down as a 

percentage of its average performance.
3
Sharpe ratio since inception, a measure for calculating risk-adjusted return, and this ratio 

has become the industry standard for such calculations.
4
The calendar year return of the first year is calculated between share class inception date 

and calendar year end of first year if the share class has less than 5-year history.

Vol
2

S.R.
3

ISIN

Share Class Inception 

Date
01 Apr 1997

NAV per Share

Management Fee

Share Class Base 

Currency
HKD

Domicile

Performance 

(%)
YTD 1M 3M 1Y 3Y¹ 5Y¹

Jessica Cheung

Fund change that may have material impact on performance: 1 Jul 2017 

- trustee fee reduced. 29 Aug 2017- investment objective and policy 

changed, Investment Sub-Adviser removed. 9 Apr 2018 - investment 

objectives and policies changed.  16 Nov 2018 - Change in the manner 

of charging preliminary charge / switching fee. 18 Jan 2019 - change of 

Domicile and Trustee of the Funds.

Scan the QR code for fund documents 
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Market overview

The ongoing spread of the Delta variant of COVID-19 around the world has started to affect economic activity and confidence in August. 

The economic background both globally and in Asia remains one of strong growth with short-term inflation pressures, but the speed of 

growth is being moderated by measures put in place in reaction to rising virus cases. Different countries are taking different approaches to 

the virus and hence generating differing economic effects. Some countries including China, New Zealand and Australia are adopting a 

strategy to get rid of COVID-19 completely, requiring strict control measures to be put in place at times, and borders are likely to remain 

closed in these countries for some time. Other countries are adopting a more tolerant strategy, accepting that there will be cases and not 

adopting such strict control measures. The latter group will probably reach herd immunity more quickly, via the dual tracks of vaccination 

and infection. 

Markets have not been greatly affected by the adverse virus developments in August. Global stock markets ended higher but Asia has 

once again lagged behind with a smaller gain. In fact, many Asian markets, including the Philippines, Thailand and India, performed 

extremely well over the month. The big drags for Asia were China and Korea, which are large components in the region and both saw 

negative returns. In bond markets, global government bonds were almost flat over the month while Asian bonds, including both investment 

grade and high yield, and Asian local currency bonds outperformed. Currency markets were mixed with only small changes for the major 

currencies, while a number of Asian currencies saw gains against the US dollar. 

Portfolio Review

The ongoing spread of the Delta variant of COVID-19 around the world has started to affect economic activity and confidence in August. 

The economic background both globally and in Asia remains one of strong growth with short-term inflation pressures, but the speed of 

growth is being moderated by measures put in place in reaction to rising virus cases. Different countries are taking different approaches to 

the virus and hence generating differing economic effects. The fund returned positively over the month, with North American and Japanese 

equities being the largest contributors mainly due to good corporate earnings. In the fixed income space, Asian bonds returned positively 

thanks to some easing of concerns in the Chinese bond markets. Asian local currency bonds also ended higher as most of the major local 

currencies generally appreciated against the US dollar over the period.

Asset allocation strategy and outlook 

The fact that the Delta variant of COVID-19 appears to be more infectious than previous variants, and is able to both infect and make 

infectious fully vaccinated people, means that after more than eighteen months, there is still no sign of the virus stopping affecting daily 

lives. And with some countries looking to eliminate the virus completely while others take a more tolerant attitude, borders between 

countries adopting different approaches will remain restricted. Although this will affect economic activity in a number of areas, it should not 

derail the growth background too seriously. People have adjusted their working and spending patterns to a COVID-affected world, and 

labour markets have adjusted with a shortage of labour more of an issue in many areas than unemployment. 

We therefore see a world where growth will remain positive though affected by virus developments and, possibly more seriously, by supply 

issues in a number of areas, including raw materials, shipping capacity and labour supply. This is a background where inflation is likely to 

remain above targets for some time. However, the nature of the global economy means that supply will be brought on stream, leaving 

central bankers correct in their assertions that the elevated inflation will prove transient. Policymakers look likely to err on the side of 

caution when tightening policy. This is a benign background for markets leaving us with the view that investors should stick to assets with 

the best long-term prospects. Our preference remains for equities and, to a lesser extent, corporate bonds, particularly in Asia, and we 

favor these assets compared to cash and government bonds. 

Monthly Performance Commentary
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Hong Kong (SAR) & mainland China Equity 28.48 30.00 30.00 0.00

North America Equity 18.46 18.00 18.00 0.00

Japanese Equity 12.34 12.00 12.00 0.00

European Equity 20.00 18.00 18.00 0.00

Asia Pacific ex Japan HK (SAR) & mainland China Equity 11.96 12.00 12.00 0.00

Global Government Bond 0.00 0.00 7.00 -7.00

Asian Corporate Bond 4.55 5.00 0.00 5.00

Asian Local Currency Bonds 2.42 2.00 0.00 2.00

Liquidity 1.78 3.00 3.00 0.00

Top 10 Holdings (%)

2.51

2.45

1.91

1.82

1.44

1.29

1.29

1.08

1.03

0.91

Asset Allocation (%) Actual Target Strategic
Overweight/Underweight between 

Target & Strategic Asset Allocation

HSBC US Dollar Liquidity Y

AIA Group Ltd

MEITUAN-CLASS B

ALIBABA GROUP HOLDING LTD

Tencent Holdings Ltd

The strategic allocation is the portfolio's reference or neutral allocation set by HSBC Global Asset Management. The management team also 

adjusts target exposure higher (overweight) or lower (underweight) to an asset type - relative to the strategic asset allocation - depending on 

the team's current market outlook. Positive values (overweights) in the chart reflect asset types the portfolio management team have a 

positive outlook on. Negative values (underweights) reflect asset types the portfolio management team have a negative outlook on. The 

actual exposure is a screen shot of the portfolio at the end of the month based on market value in each asset type.

HONG KONG EXCHANGES & CLEAR

MICROSOFT CORP

Apple Inc

Taiwan Semiconductor Co Ltd

HSBC Holdings Plc Sep21

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, data as at 31 August 2021

Important Information

This document is prepared for general information purposes only and does not have any regard to the specific investment objectives, 

financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive it. Any views and opinions expressed are subject to 

change without notice. This document does not constitute an offering document and should not be construed as a recommendation, an offer 

to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe to any investment. Any forecast, projection or target where provided is indicative 

only and is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC Global Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited (“AMHK”) accepts no liability for any failure to 

meet such forecast, projection or target. AMHK has based this document on information obtained from sources it reasonably believes to be 

reliable. However, AMHK does not warrant, guarantee or represent, expressly or by implication, the accuracy, validity or completeness of 

such information. Investment involves risk. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Please refer to the offering document 

for further details including the risk factors. This document has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission. Copyright © 

HSBC Global Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited 2021. All rights reserved. This document is issued by HSBC Global Asset 

Management (Hong Kong) Limited.
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Accumulation Share: a type of share where the income earned by the Fund is retained in the Fund

ACD: HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited, the Authorised Corporate Director of the Company

Actively Managed: where the fund manager uses their expertise to pick investments to achieve the fund’s objectives

Bond(s): a loan, usually to a company or government, that pays interest

Bond Index Futures: a contract stating that the holder agrees to purchase a bond index at a particular price on a specified future date

Collective Investment Scheme: a fund that more than one person contributes to with the aim of increasing the value of their investments 

or receiving income from a pooled investment. A fund manager will invest the pooled money into one or more types of asset, such as 

stocks, bonds or property

Credit Rating: an assessment of the credit risk of a company, government or other organisation. It seeks to measure how likely it is that 

the issuer of a bond will be able to continue to make interest payments and repay the money loaned to it

Developed Markets: countries with relatively high levels of personal income and established economies

Duration: a measure of how long it takes in years for an investor in a bond to recoup the price they paid for the bond from its interest 

payments. It provides an indication of how much bond prices are likely to change if and when interest rates change

Emerging Markets (EM): countries that are progressing toward becoming advanced, usually shown by some development in financial 

markets, the existence of some form of stock exchange and a regulatory body

Equities: shares issued by a company

Futures: a financial contract obligating the buyer to purchase an asset (or the seller to sell an asset), such as a physical commodity or a 

financial instrument, at a predetermined future date and price

Growth: the increase in the value of investments

Government Bond or Gilt: a loan to a national government in return for regular payments (known as the coupon) and a promise that the 

original investment (principal) is paid back at a specified date. Gilts are loans to the UK government

Hedge Funds: an investment fund that pools money from investors and invests in a variety of assets, often with complex investment 

strategies and risk management techniques

Hedge or Hedging: using derivative type investments as a way to reduce risk

High yield bond: a bond paying a higher level of interest but which has a lower credit rating than investment grade

Income: money generated by a fund, such as interest from a bond or a dividend from a share, which can be paid out to its investors or paid 

back into the fund and reinvested

Income Share: the type of Share where the income earned by the Fund is paid out to you

Investment Grade: a credit rating that indicates the issuer of a bond has a relatively low risk of being unable to make interest payments 

and repay the money to it

Market Capitalisation: the total dollar market value of a company’s outstanding shares. Commonly referred to as “market cap”, it is 

calculated by multiplying a company’s shares outstanding by the current market price of one share

Maturity: the period of time left for a bond or gilt to remain outstanding before the original loan and any final interest is repaid to the lender 



Net Asset Value (NAV): the value of the scheme property of a fund less the liabilities of the fund

Ongoing Charges Figure: a measure of what it costs to invest in a fund. It includes the fee paid to the ACD and other operating costs

Effective Duration: a duration value based on the probability of early redemption call by the bond issuer

Option adjusted spread duration (OASD): estimates the price sensitivity of a bond to a 100 basis-point movement (either widening or 

narrowing) in its spread relative to treasuries, taking into account the likelihood of early redemption

Price Earnings (P/E) Ratio: the price paid for a share divided by the annual profit earned by the firm per share

Preference Shares: shares of a company which entitle the holder to a fixed dividend, whose payment takes priority over that of ordinary 

share dividends. Preference shares may be convertible to the ordinary shares of a company

Property-related securities: shares of property companies that own, manage or develop property and Real Estate Investment Trusts 

(REITs), which are investment companies that own buildings and land

Return(s): the money made or lost on an investment

Share(s): an equally valued holding in a fund of a company, representing part ownership of that fund, (including larger denomination 

shares and smaller denomination shares)

Sharpe ratio: a measure for calculating risk-adjusted return, and this ratio has become the industry standard for such calculations

Volatility: a measure of the size and frequency of changes in the value of an investment over a short space of time

Yield: the income from an investment, usually stated as a percentage of the value of the investment

Yield to Maturity: the total return anticipated on a bond if the bond is held until the end of its lifetime, excluding strategic currency hedges 

for Portfolio/Benchmark calculations. Number is shown in percentage

Portfolio Yield: the lowest potential yield that can be received on a bond without the issuer actually defaulting, excluding strategic currency 

hedges for Portfolio/Benchmark calculations. Number is shown in percentage

Terms of Glossary
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Supplement Information Sheet

P HKD

A HKD

HSBC Managed Growth Fund

31 Aug 2021

Share 

Class 

Base 

Currency

Distribution Frequency Dividend ex-date Dividend Amount

The above table cites the last dividend paid within the last 12 months only. 

Dividend is not guaranteed and may be paid out of capital, which will result in capital erosion and reduction in net asset value. A positive 

distribution yield does not imply a positive return. Past distribution yields and payments do not represent future distribution yields and 

payments. Historical payments may be comprised of both distributed income and capital. 

The calculation method of annualised yield prior to August 2019 is the simple yield calculation: (dividend amount / NAV per share or units 

as of ex-dividend date) x n;  The calculation method of annualised yield from August 2019 is the compound yield calculation:  ((1 + 

(dividend amount / ex-dividend NAV))^n)-1, n depends on the distributing frequency.  Annually distribution is 1; semi-annually distribution is 

2; quarterly distribution is 4; monthly distribution is 12.

The annualised dividend yield is calculated based on the dividend distribution on the relevant date with dividend reinvested, and may be 

higher or lower than the actual annual dividend yield.

- -

Annually 30 Jul 2021 0.030773 0.11%

- -

Share Class

Annualised Yield 

(Distribution is not 

guaranteed and may 

be paid out of 

capital)


